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BUILT FOR THE WAY YOU LIVE
Beauty and function in harmony

We created the V90 for a world that demands versatility, 
without compromising elegance and sophistication. From 
the exterior’s clean, taut lines to the spacious, light-filled 
cabin, this is a car that combines powerful good looks with 
everyday practicality.

In the V90, technology supports you without overwhelming 
you. From Pilot Assist semi-autonomous driving technology 
that makes driving both safer and more enjoyable to the 
Drive-E powertrain technology, each of the advanced features 
has been engineered to improve every journey.

Underneath the crisply sculpted exterior lies a chassis that 
delivers the perfect combination of precise handling and 
welcome comfort.

Smart technology keeps you seamlessly connected 
with the car and the world around you. And with the very 
latest in safety innovations, you will travel safe in the 
knowledge that your V90 will help look out for you, your 
passengers and other road users.

This is the classic Volvo reinvented, built to enhance 
every day.

T6 AWD | Inscription 
Bright Silver Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels
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Distinctly Volvo. You’ll recognize the V90 as a Volvo from 
any angle. The bold lines convey solidity and strength, the 
details are subtle and distinctive. It’s the combination of 
these qualities that makes the V90 a truly modern Volvo.

The rake of the rear window adds dynamism and the tall 
LED taillights, with their slender vertical shape, are both 
contemporary and classically Volvo. Style comes standard.

T6 AWD | Inscription 
Mussel Blue Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  

Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels



Fine Nappa Leather Perforated  
Blond in Blond/Charcoal interior (European Specification Show) | 
Linear Walnut inlay | Tailored dashboard

INTERIOR DESIGN
Precision and accuracy at  

every touch

From the moment you settle into the sculpted driver’s seat, 
you’re in control. You sit low in the V90, with the 9" Sensus 
Touchscreen angled towards you to create the feeling of 
a cockpit. You’re surrounded by an environment where 
beautiful materials and advanced technology meet, creating 
a cabin that looks great and works perfectly.

The exceptional craftsmanship enhances the feeling  
of precision. Take the air vents, for example. With a  
metal-finish vertical strip and distinctive diamond-pattern 
surfaces for the control knobs, they are beautiful to look at 
and a pleasureto use. In the V90 every component moves 
with the accuracy afforded by fine engineering. It is a car 
that gives you control over every part of your journey.

VOLVO V90 | 05



INTERIOR DESIGN

Light . Space. Luxury.

Travel first class in every seat, every day. When you’re 
in the V90 you’re in your own private lounge, a place 
where comfort and luxury combine with technology and 
craftsmanship.

It starts with the front seats. Sculpted to complement 
the human form, they provide superb support and a 
huge range of adjustment, so everyone can find the ideal 
seating position. The shape of the backrests increases 
legroom for passengers in the rear, for a spacious, 
luxurious ride. Individually controlled heated rear seats 
mean everyone benefits from the same levels of comfort. 
By day, the standard Panoramic Moonroof floods the 
car with light. At night, the cabin glows with the warmth 
of its interior lighting, welcoming you into the car. The 
high-level illumination includes backlit door handles and 
illuminated tread plates, as well as additional interior 
lighting that enhances the exclusive ambience.

Our CleanZone technology helps ensure a healthy 
interior environment and clean cabin air. It filters dust, 
pollen, particulates and odors while monitoring the air 

quality and closing the intakes if pollutant levels rise too 
high. It happens automatically – all you need to do is set the 
temperature you want and the V90 does the rest. For the 
power-operated trunk lid there’s a hands-free function, so 
you don’t have to put down what you’re carrying to open it. 
In the V90, technology and convenience go hand in hand. 
At Volvo Cars, we put a priority on our passengers, which 
is why we provide best-in-class standard rear legroom. In 
addition, optional 4-zone climate controls allow rear seat 
passengers to choose their own settings using a dedicated 
touchscreen. It also includes an air-conditioned glove 
compartment that keeps its contents cool.

The clever design and versatile interior layout make 
your life easier. The shape of the load compartment means 
it’s easy to fit in awkwardly shaped objects, and a single 
touch on each of the rear seats allows you to fold them for a 
longer, completely flat load space. For the power-operated 
tailgate there’s a hands-free function, so you don’t have 
to put down what you’re carrying to open it. In the V90, 
technology and convenience go hand in hand.

06 | VOLVO V90

In the driver’s seat you’re in charge. Control 
functions such as navigation and entertainment from 
the steering wheel buttons, while the 12.3" Digital 
Driver Display keeps you informed.

Every element of the cabin is crafted to make form 
and function one. The door handles are backlit, 
making them easier to find in the dark.

Beautiful, natural materials such as Linear Walnut 
complement the car’s advanced technology, 
creating a uniquely contemporary look.



VERSATILITY
A car that fits your life – all of it

Smart versatility makes every day easier and allows you 
to make more out of every moment.

The shape of the load compartment makes the V90 easy 
to load, with the rear seats folding at the touch of a button 
to create a longer, completely flat load space. You can do 
this from inside the load compartment so you don’t have to 
open the rear doors to fold the seats. The through-loading 
hatch means you can carry long items such as skis without 
folding the seats.

The power-operated tailgate has a hands-free function, 
so if your hands are full you don’t have to put down what 
you’re carrying to open it. Just move your foot under the 
rear bumper to automatically open and close the tailgate.

To make your V90 even more useful, add extra equipment 
from our range of load compartment accessories. From 
dividers that split the compartment in two so you can carry 
two pets (or a pet and luggage) to a steel grill that provides a 
sturdy barrier between load and passenger compartment, 
there’s an accessory for every occasion.

T6 AWD | Inscription 
Osmium Grey Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  

Black Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels |   
Load carrier | Kayak holder  
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Sensus Navigation
Let Sensus Navigation guide you, inform you and help you find the best route. 
Road directions are clearly shown in the driver display, center display and 
head-up display. Touchscreen controls allow you as well as your passenger to 
operate the system conveniently and safely. Or talk naturally to your Volvo, and 
let our voice control carry out your commands while you having full attention to 
traffic. With the Volvo On Call app, you can also send the destination to your car 
before you go. And helping to save time, our in-car navigation apps can help you 
find parking, share your location with friends or simply find the best coffee in 
town. If you drive our T8 e-AWD Plug-In Hybrid, the navigation system can also 
help you optimize the use of pure electric power all the way to your destination. 
Free life-time map updates ensure your navigation system is always up to date.

We create technology to serve you and make life easier. 
Everything that’s complicated or doesn’t add to your 
experience is removed.

You control your Volvo intuitively and easily. And 
seamlessly connected with the car and the world around 
you, you’re in command of every aspect of your journey.

Instead of a multitude of physical buttons, you find a large 
9" Sensus Touchscreen. It’s as easy and straightforward to 
operate as your smartphone, with bold, clear graphics so 
you can keep your attention on the road. The touchscreen 
blends seamlessly with the car’s clean interior design and is 
easily operated. You can even use it wearing gloves.

Essential driving information is clearly presented inour 
12.3" Digital Driver Display. It adapts to your needs, 
preferences and surrounding light, so information is always 
shown on your terms.

For even better control, our Graphical Head-Up Display 
projects vital driver information at a comfortable viewing 
distance. It looks like the graphics hover in front of the car, 
which allows you to stay informed without taking your eyes 
off the road.

Your Volvo also listens to you. Keep both hands on the 
steering wheel and speak naturally: our voice control 
will carry out your command to operate climate control, 
navigation, entertainment and your smartphone. In a Volvo, 
you and your car act as one.

SENSUS
Stay connected and in 

command

08 | VOLVO V90



YOUR CHOICE – P OWERTR AINS
T6 AWD | Inscription 

Bright Silver Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels

RE AD MORE AT VOLVOCARS.COM/US

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS HERE

We created the V90 with one single purpose: to provide 
you with a car that perfectly fits you and your lifestyle. A 
car that meets your expectations of a dynamic drive with 
refined comfort and sophisticated design.

At the heart of your V90 is a dynamic, efficient 
powertrain. Whichever you choose, you will enjoy our latest 
Drive-E technology that gives you instant response and 
a smooth ride. Fuel consumption and CO

2
 emissions are 

kept low, and our powertrains already comply with future 
exhaust emission legislation.

Our Drive-E powertrain range includes advanced 
gasoline engines mated to our smooth 8-speed 
Geartronic™ automatic transmission, available with 
responsive All-Wheel Drive technology or Front-Wheel 
Drive. Make your choice and enjoy the journey wherever it 
takes you.

VOLVO V90 | 09

T6 AWD

This high-performance 316 hp/295 lb-ft gas powertrain provides excellent driving dynamics without compromising on 
efficiency. Combined supercharger/turbo technology, responsive All-Wheel Drive and our smooth 8-speed  
Geartronic™ automatic transmission put you in control of your drive.

T5 FWD

TThe 250 hp/258 lb-ft powertrain is as responsive on the highway as in the city. This superb all-rounder delivers 
generous power just where you need it, ensuring excellent driveability in combination with our smooth 8-speed 
Geartronic™ automatic transmission.



YOUR CHOICE – TRIM LEVELS

Volvo V90 Inscription
The highly sophisticated expression  

of Swedish luxury.

Volvo V90 R-Design
The thrill of a spirited drive, characterized  

by style, responsiveness and control.

10 | VOLVO V90
T6 AWD | Inscription 

Bright Silver Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels

CREATE THE VOLVO V90 OF YOUR CHOICE.

Our approach in everything we do is to always put people 
first. This also includes allowing you the freedom to create 
a Volvo that perfectly matches your style and personality.

To ensure you get your V90 exactly as you want it, we have 
created a wide range of options, trim levels and personal 
expressions. Maybe you want to indulge your senses in the 

finest Swedish luxury? Then you’ll feel at home with the  
V90 Inscription. Or if you’re in for a more sporty style inside 
and out – take a look at the V90 R-Design. Whatever you 
prefer, you can rest assured there’s a Volvo V90 for you. Read 
on, and see what your V90 will look like.



R-DESIGN 
INSPIRED BY THE ART OF DRIVING.

If you love to drive, the V90 R-Design is for you. With a 
unique personality, R-Design captures the thrill of a spirited 
driving experience characterized by style, responsiveness 
and control. A wealth of distinguished design details raises 
the dynamic soul of your Volvo and gives it a sportier, more 
distinct road presence. It’s an expression that catches the 
eye from every angle and hints at the promise of an amazing 
drive, every time. And you can rest assured that the V90 

R-Design will deliver. Surrounded by meticulously crafted 
and expressive interior design details, you can feel it right 
from the moment you take your position in the sculpted 
R-Design driver seat. Everything – from the R-Design  
steering wheel with gearshift paddles to the Charcoal 
headliner – is there to inspire and support your driving. And 
for an even more energetic, road-hugging drive, the V90 
R-Design benefits from an advanced sport chassis.

T6 AWD | R-Design 
Bursting Blue Metallic | 21" 5-Double Spoke  
Tech Matte Black Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels

V90 R-DESIGN
Exterior:
19" 5-Spoke Tech Matte Black Diamond Cut Alloy Wheel | Door Mirror Caps 
in Matte Silver Finish | Dual Integrated Tailpipes | Lower front, Unique Sporty 
Design | Grille with Unique Mesh in Glossy Black and Frame in Silk Metal Finish | 
LED Foglights in Front Spoiler | Lower Outer Grilles, Unique Design and Glossy 
Black | Side Window Trim in Silk Metal Finish | Body-Colored Rear Lower Insert | 
Sport Chassis | Panoramic Moonroof

Interior:
12.3" Digital Driver Display | Contour seats with R-Design logotype | Fine Nappa 
Leather/Nubuck textile upholstery | Charcoal headlining | Drive mode settings | 
Interior high level illumination | Metal Mesh Aluminum decor panels | Power 
Manual cushion extension, driver and passenger seat | Rear center armrest with 
cup holders and storage | Front and rear illuminated tread plates with R-Design 
logotype in the front ones | Gearshift knob in perforated Fine Nappa Leather 
and light contrast stitching | Remote control clad in Perforated Fine Nappa 
Leather | Textile mats with light contrast stitching | Sport pedals in aluminum 
with rubber inserts | Tailored dashboard and Upper Door Panels | Interior high level 
illumination |Sport steering wheel with light contrast stitching and R-Design 
symbol | 4-way power adjustable lumbar support, front seats | Harman Kardon® 
Premium Sound 

FOR A COMPLE TE EQUIPMENT LIS T, PLE ASE VISIT VOLVOCARS.COM/US
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V90 R-DESIGN

R-Design is Volvo in smart designer sports gear – it’s all 
about a performance-inspired look and feel, both inside 
and out. It’s a truly eye-catching expression with sporty 
exterior design cues, such as its own distinctive grille 
in high gloss black with Silk Metal frame, front spoiler, 
stylish Silk Metal window trim, Bright Silver Matte finish 
door mirror caps, prominent dual tailpipes and striking 
R-Design aluminum wheels. Our signature headlights 
with LED illumination provide excellent vision and a 
distinctive attitude on the road. And for an even better 
uninterrupted vision in the dark, there’s the option of the 
Full-LED Active High Beam illumination.

On the inside, the illuminated R-Design tread plates 
in Silk Metal finish greet you onboard. The refined 
sporty theme continues with Metal Mesh decor 
inlays, Charcoal headlining, our exclusive Tailored 
dashboard and semi-powered R-Design Contour seats 
with a unique Nubuck Textile/Fine Nappa Leather or 
optional Fine Nappa Leather upholstery. Together, 
these features give the cabin a technical, cockpit-like 
feel. R-Design logotypes in the head-rests, distinctive 
stitching in the seats and the gear shifter and the 
steering wheel in perforated leather all reinforce the 

sporty yet elegant ambience. The adjustable front 
seat cushion extensions further enhance your thigh 
support for improved comfort during long drives. And 
when it’s dark, our most advanced interior illumination 
enhances the exclusive ambience inside your V90 
R-Design. Further adding to your sense of being in 
control, the R-Design also provides you with our largest 
12.3" Digital Driver Display and the option of steering-
wheel mounted gearshift paddles that enhance your 
control by allowing quicker manual shifts. Conveniently 
positioned in the tunnel console between the front 
seats, there’s also a drive mode control that allows you 
to shift between four driving characteristics – Comfort 
mode, Dynamic mode, Eco mode and Individual mode.

Behind the R-Design steering wheel in Perforated Fine 
Nappa Leather, you can enjoy the dynamic response and 
feedback from quicker steering and a finely tuned sport 
chassis. Lower and firmer, this chassis features adjusted 
anti-roll bars and stiffer springs for a more responsive 
handling and less roll when cornering. The monotube design 
rear dampers respond more quickly for improved body 
control in all conditions, resulting in a sporty road-hugging 
drive without you having to compromise ride comfort.

1. The R-Design steering wheel in Perforated Fine Nappa Leather with gearshift paddles and the 12.3" Digital Driver Display. 2. The 21" Tech Matte Black/Diamond 
Cut aluminum wheels for the ultimate R-Design experience (optional). 3. The Carbon Fiber decor inlays add to the dynamic, hi-tech ambience inside your V90 R-Design 
(optional). 4. R-Design door mirror caps in contrasting silver look. 5. The R-Design interior featuring the R-Design steering wheel, gear shifter in Perforated Fine Nappa 
Leather with contrasting stitching, Tailored dashboard with light Amber stitching, Contour Seats with exclusive Fine Nappa Leather upholstery (optional), Carbon Fiber 
decor inlays (optional). 6. Dual integrated tailpipes for a distinctive road presence. 7. The glossy black R-Design grill with frame in Silk Metal finish and unique glossy 
black lower outer grilles add to the dynamic character of your V90 R-Design.

12 | VOLVO V90
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707  
Crystal White Metallic

614  
Ice White

711  
Bright Silver Metallic

717  
Onyx Black Metallic

492  
Savile Grey Metallic

720  
Bursting Blue Metallic

477  
Electric Silver Metallic

714  
Osmium Grey Metallic

20" 5-Double Spoke 
Tech Matte Black Diamond Cut, 1056 

(Optional T5 and T6)

19" 5-Spoke 
Tech Matte Black Diamond Cut, 158  

(Standard T5 and T6)

The exterior leaves no doubt about the intention of your 
V90 R-Design. The exterior colors are carefully selected to 
match the car’s dynamic character, each with its unique 
expression – especially Passion Red and Bursting Blue 
metallic, exclusively created for R-Design. Passion Red is 
the iconic sporty color, while Bursting Blue metallic adds a 

techy, sporty look that perfectly highlights the body inserts in 
high-gloss black and silk metal finish. The powerful 18", 19", 
20" or 21" R-Design Alloy Wheels in expressive design 
enhance the car’s dynamic yet sophisticated look, putting 
your Volvo in a class of its own.

V90 R-DESIGN

612  
Passion Red

2

1

543

UPHOLSTERIES Nubuck/Fine Nappa Leather, Contour seat 1. Charcoal in Charcoal interior, RB0R  
Fine Nappa Leather, Contour seat 2. Charcoal in Charcoal interior, RC0R

REMOTE CONTROL SHELL 3. Available in Charcoal Perforated Leather

INLAYS 4. Metal Mesh Aluminum , 440 (Standard) 5. Carbon Fiber , 480 (Optional)

VOLVO V90 | 13
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INSCRIPTION 
A HIGHER GRADE OF LUXURY

We created the exclusive V90 Inscription to meet your 
highest expectations on Swedish luxury. It’s a highly 
personal expression that evokes a strong sense of 
elegant refinement. Each detail is carefully selected 
to give you and your passengers a sophisticated and 
invigorating experience. Distinguished exterior design 
cues enhance the luxurious look and feel of the V90, while 

the meticulously crafted interior gives you ample room 
for a relaxed driving experience. The V90 Inscription 
epitomizes our proud heritage of human-centric design. 
And when it comes to intelligent luxury imbued with 
distinctive style and fresh thinking, the V90 Inscription is in 
a class of its own – just like you.

T6 AWD | Inscription 
Bright Silver Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels

V90 INSCRIPTION
Exterior:
19" Alloy Wheels | Bright Deco Exterior, Front | Bright Deco Exterior, Rear | 
Bright Deco Molding With Embossed Inscription Logotype, Side | Dual Integrated 
Tailpipes | Foglights In Front Spoiler | Color-Coordinated Door Handles With Bright 
Deco | Panoramic Moonroof | “Thor’s Hammer” Daytime Running Lights

Interior:
12.3" Digital Driver Display | Comfort Seats With Fine Perforated Nappa Leather 
Upholstery | Ventilated Seats | Drive Mode Settings | Inscription Mats, Front And 
Rear | Illuminated Metal Tread Plates | Interior High Level Illumination | Leather Key 
Remote | Linear Walnut Decor Inlays | Power Driver Seat With Memory Function 
For Seat And Side Mirrors | Power Passenger Seat | Rear Center Armrest With 
Cup Holders And Storage  | 4-Way Power Adjustable Lumbar Support, Front Seats | 
Cushion Extension, Driver And Passenger Seats | Tailored Dashboard | Harman 
Kardon® Premium Sound

FOR A COMPLE TE EQUIPMENT LIS T, PLE ASE VISIT VOLVOCARS.COM/US



1. Small details make Inscription, such as the high-gloss chrome frames around the door handles. 2. Inscription front grille in elegant chrome finish and the 
signature headlights with LED illumination. 3. The power-operated Comfort seats with Fine Perforated Nappa Leather upholstery and front seat cushion extensions 
and the exclusive Linear Walnut genuine wood decor inlays add to the sensory experience of contemporary luxury. 4. The lower door bright deco molding with 
Inscription logotype. 5. Our Tailored dashboard enhances the luxurious interior ambience, while the intuitive 12.3" Digital Driver Display and the 9" Sensus 
Touchscreen with touchscreen puts you in the center of action. 6. Dual integrated tailpipes and bright decor trim add to an elegant and powerful impression. 7. Drive 
mode scroll wheel in diamond-patterned metal finish and the Linear Walnut decor inlay. 8. The exclusive Inscription leather-clad remote control shell is in the same color as 
the Fine Nappa Leather upholstery in your V90 Inscription – an excellent example of thoughtful Scandinavian craftsmanship and clean design.

The highly sophisticated V90 Inscription expresses the 
essence of contemporary luxury. Instantly recognizable 
thanks to its distinctive chrome-finish grille and lower 
door bright deco molding, this expression sets the 
V90 apart thanks to a number of well-judged exterior 
design cues that correspond with the car’s timeless 
Scandinavian design. Just like beautifully crafted pieces 
of jewelry design, the 10-spoke Silver Diamond Cut 
wheels harmonize perfectly with the metal finish of the 
bright deco body inlays and the integrated roof rails. 
Together with the elegant dual integrated tailpipes, the 
wheels also contribute to the car’s confident stance. Our 
signature LED illumination contributes to both a strong 
visual identity and excellent vision in the dark. And for an 
even better and uninterrupted light pattern, you can opt 
for our advanced Full-LED Active High Beam illumination 
technology.

Every time you open the door, the Inscription tread 
plates provide an illuminated welcome. The luxurious 
theme continues with authentic, finely crafted materials 
that create a lounge-like atmosphere of sumptuous well-
being. You and your passengers can lean back in sculpted 
power-operated Comfort seats with Fine Leather 
upholstery, power adjustable 4-way lumbar support and 
front seat cushion extensions. Decor inlays in exclusive 

Linear Walnut, the Tailored dashboard and upper door 
panels with contrasting stitching, Inscription textile mats 
and our most advanced ambience interior illumination 
add to the rewarding Inscription experience. And for 
you as driver, the large 12" Digital Driver Display  and 
convenient drive mode settings in the console between 
the front seats add to your feeling of being in command. 
And to enhance your driving experience, our optional 
active chassis with rear air suspension optimizes comfort 
and handling – select be tween three different chassis 
settings with the drive mode control.

For an even higher level of comfort you can 
complement the front seats with massage functions. The 
optional 4-zone climate control allows both the driver 
and the front seat passenger as well as the outer rear 
seat passengers to set their individual cabin temperature. 
Adding a panoramic glass roof, everyone inside your V90 
will enjoy a superb experience of air and light – the front 
section can be opened at the push of a button, and during 
sunny days a power-operated sunshade in perforated 
textile will reduce the heat and glare while maintaining 
the airy feel inside the cabin. And turning your V90 into a 
concert hall, our optional high-end audio system Bowers 
& Wilkins brings exceptional clarity and realism to your 
music, wherever you’re seated.

V90 INSCRIP TION

1 2
43

5 6

87
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V90 INSCRIP TION

717  
Onyx Black Metallic

707  
Crystal White Metallic

614  
Ice White

719  
Luminous Sand Metallic

722  
Maple Brown Metallic

711  
Bright Silver Metallic

477  
Electric Silver Metallic

721  
Mussel Blue Metallic

467  
Magic Blue Metallic

714  
Osmium Grey Metallic

20" 8-spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut, 214 

(Optional)

19" 5-triple spoke  
Matt Tech Black Diamond Cut, 498  

(Optional)

723  
Denim Blue Metallic

724  
Pine Grey Metallic

492  
Savile Grey Metallic

The V90 Inscription exterior with its subtle jewelry 
touches is a timeless expression of classical Scandinavian 
design. The exterior color palette allows you to create 
the V90 Inscription that best reflects your style and 

preferences. Available in distinctive diamond cut design, the 
19” or 20" wheels connect visually with the exterior design 
cues to create a harmonic impression of con temporary 
elegance.

16 | VOLVO V90

19" 10-spoke  
Silver Diamond Cut, 150 

(Standard T5 and T6)

019  
Black Stone

UPHOLSTERIES Fine Nappa Leather, Comfort seat (Standard) 1. Charcoal in Charcoal interior, RC00 2. Amber in Charcoal interior, RC20 3. Blond in Blond/
Charcoal interior and Charcoal base carpets and mats, UC00 (Shown with optional Dark Flame Birch trim) 4. Maroon Brown in Charcoal interior, RC30  
 
REMOTE CONTROL SHELLS 5. Charcoal Leather, Blond Leather, Amber Leather, Maroon Brown Leather, White Leather (Accessory), Dark Flame Birch  
(Accessory) and Linear Walnut (Accessory)

INLAYS 6. Linear Walnut (Standard) 7. Dark Flame Birch (Optional)

2

4

3

5

6

7

1
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T6 AWD | V90 R-Design 
Bursting Blue Metallic | 20" 5-Double Spoke 
Matte Black Diamond Cut Alloy Wheels

 
YOUR TRIP INCLUDES: 
•  A savings off of the US base MSRP, which varies by Model
•  Opportunity to personalize your new Volvo*
•  Complete travel packages for Sweden and/or Europe via our travel concierge, who can help you personalize your adventure
•  2 Round-trip airline tickets to Gothenburg, Sweden, via Premium Economy (including private transport upon arrival)
•  One overnight stay at a first-class hotel (including dinner)
•  Premium delivery at Factory Delivery Center (including private transport and lunch)
•  Guided factory tour
•  A visit to the Volvo Museum and/or the Volvo Cars Brand Experience Center
•  European car insurance (including Volvo Roadside Assistance and Global warranty coverage) for two weeks**
•  Home shipment of your new Volvo

VOLVO OVERSEAS DELIVERY
THE EXPERIENCE BEGINS IN SWEDEN
Volvo Overseas Delivery is a unique program that gives you an exciting opportunity to pick up your new Volvo from our 
state-of-the-art factory in Gothenburg, Sweden. But that’s just the beginning. 

* Personalization is based on market requirements and specifications. All options / packages and accessories must be US Market-specific. 
** Global Warranty coverage remains in effect until your vehicle returns to the States and is registered with Volvo US.

Your adventure begins in Volvo’s hometown of Gothenburg, 
located on Sweden’s scenic west coast. Here, you will pick 
up your new Volvo in person as it rolls out of the factory 
gate. You will then have the chance to explore the world of 
Volvo, where you will learn all about the unique culture that 
inspired the elements of your car.

With Volvo Overseas Delivery, you can custom build and 
personalize* your new Volvo before taking a once-in-a-lifetime 
trip to pick it up in the country that built and inspired 
it. Volvo Overseas Delivery delivers a car that is truly 
designed around you.

T6 AWD | Inscription
Osmium Grey Metallic | 20" 8-Spoke  

Silver Diamond Cut Alloy Wheel

T6 AWD | Inscription 
Crystal White Metallic

OVERSE AS DELIVERY

RE AD MORE AT VOLVOCARS.COM/US

Please note: Changes in the order of your day’s schedule may occur. 

If you would like to know more about Overseas Delivery, contact your local Volvo Cars Retailer, the Customer Care 
Center at (800) 631-1667, or visit VOLVOCARS.COM/US/OSD
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Please note: Some of the information in this brochure may be incorrect due to changes in product specifications that may have occurred since printing. Some of the 
equipment described or shown may now only be available at extra cost. Before ordering, please ask your Volvo Cars dealer for the latest information. The manufacturer 
reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice to prices, colors, materials, specifications and models.

Polestar Engineered Optimization. The Polestar Engineered Optimization powertrain software allows you to enjoy a more precise and balanced driving experience. 
Together with Polestar’s engineers, we have optimized important performance areas such as mid-range engine performance, gearshifts and throttle response. To get 
the most out of the Polestar Engineered Optimization software, we strongly recommend you to add our optional drive mode selector.

Vehicle Specification: T6 AWD

Engine: 2.0L Inline 4-cylinder, Supercharged & 
Turbocharged

Horsepower at rpm: 316 hp @ 5,700 rpm

Acceleration 0-60mph: 6.0

Top Speed mph: 130

Max Torque lb-ft at rpm: 295 lb-ft @ 2,200 - 5,400 rpm

Transmission: 8 - Speed Automatic Geartronic 

Fuel Economy, City/Highway/Combined: 21 / 31 / 25

Fuel Tank Capacity: 15.9 gallons

Cargo Space, Max (cu ft): 53.9

Towing Capacity (lbs): 3,500

Exterior Length/Width/Height ("): 194.4 / 80.8 / 60.7

Interior Headroom w. Panoramic Moonroof (Front/Rear): 37.8 / 37.7

Interior Legroom (Front/Rear): 42.2 / 35.9

Seating Capacity: 5

Vehicle Specification: T5 FWD

Engine: 2.0L, Inline 4-cylinder, Turbocharged

Horsepower at rpm: 250 hp @ 5,500 rpm

Acceleration 0-60mph: 7.1

Top Speed mph: 130

Max Torque lb-ft at rpm: 258 lb-ft @ 1,500-4,800 rpm

Transmission: 8 - Speed Automatic Geartronic 

Fuel Economy, City/Highway/Combined: 23 / 35 / 27

Fuel Tank Capacity: 15.9 gallons

Cargo Space, Max (cu ft): 53.9

Towing Capacity (lbs): 3,500

Exterior Length/Width/Height ("): 194.4 / 80.8 / 60.7

Interior Headroom w. Panoramic Moonroof (Front/Rear): 37.8 / 37.7

Interior Legroom (Front/Rear): 42.2 / 35.9

Seating Capacity: 5

FAC TS AND FIGURES18 | VOLVO V90
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WELCOME TO VOLVO 
CAR LIFEST YLE 

COLLECTION

Our Lifestyle Collection includes a wide range of lifestyle 
accessories – from Swedish crystal and crafted leather bags, 

to clothing, watches and more selected items. To view the 
complete collection, please visit volvocarcollectionus.com

Please note: Not all items are available in all markets. Visit us at volvocarcollectionus.com for the complete offer.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC WITH YOU 
These Harman Kardon® Soho Wireless headphones combine sleek styling with 
exceptional sound quality. With Bluetooth® connectivity and a clever fold-flat 
design, they’re perfect for enjoying your favorite music on the go.

TRAVEL IN STYLE 
Designed by Volvo Cars and made by Swedish leather goods brand Sandqvist,  
our weekend bag and the matching leather card holder and leather travel wallet 
allow stylish traveling. Available in black and leather travel wallet.

ON SWEDISH TIME 
Distinctive yet subtle, the first watch from Volvo Cars’ design department – now 
available as part of the Volvo Car Lifestyle Collection – is an example of refined 
Scandinavian design.
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